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Why Are We Here? 

I am very happy to be here to address your conference on this very important subject. The 
depletion of the ozone layer, and now global warniing concerns, are subjects that should be of 
interest to every person on the planet. I f  we don't all work together to solve these problems, both 
as individuals and as citizens of countries. we could eventually destroy our environment. What 
one country does o r  does not do to protect the environment affects every other country. Ozone 
depletion, in particular, has the potential to affect the well-being of the whole world. That is why 
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we have to think globally and act globally. We must do our part to take care of the environment 
in a responsible manner. 

We are here today to discuss one very important part of the problem, finding replacements for 
halon. As the person within the Office of the Secretary of Defense responsible to Congress for 
ensuring that our weapons systems are survivable and will protect their crews in a combat 
environment, I hold this subject near and dear to my heart. I am very concerned that we provide 
the user with adequate protection from fire and explosion, and that we also provide adequate 
protection to the user and maintenance personnel from accidental exposure to toxic agents. 

Aircraft Fire and Explosion 

. Largest single cause of airerafl losses in 
rnmbal 

* Ma,jor problem for bulh mililary and 
commercial aircraft in peacelime 
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Costs of USAF Aircraft Fires 

- US4F estimated materiel rusts for period 
1966 to 1995 (in I995 Y;) 

Pc.sc,,lnc I i l l ' C I  'h'i.3 11 

~ ('ornhai lkh\e\ X5_"?1 

~ '1'<,1.,1 ( ' I h ,  01 Ilrcb X I F ' I 3  - Costs do not include casualties - Costs do nnt include other Services 
Cost 111 K61) during period--$0.31! ( A F )  
Small investment, large potential return 

Fire and explosion have been the largest causes of aircraft losses in combat. Peacetime fires also 
are a major problem. for both military and commercial aircraft. An Air Force study found that 
the cost of peacetime aircraft losses of Air Force aircraft due to fires, from 1966 to 1995, was 
XY.3 hilliori (in I995 dollars). The cost of aircraft losses in combat due to fire and explosion 
during this same time period was $S.Y billion. This is a lot of money. 

During that same time period, about $300 million was spent on research and development of fire 
and explosion suppression technologies--a significant amount. hut only about 2%) of the losses 
to fire during that period. The potential for savins lives and dollars is very significant. 

Fire and Explosion Protection 
Examples for Aircraft 

This potential to save lives and cquipment is the reason we spend a lot of time and effort to 
prevent fires and explosions in aircraft. For example, we have provided rrllugr explo.siori 
pr-otec.tion by using foam on the F/A- 18, halon on the F-16, and an onboard inert gas generating 
system (OBIGGS) on the C- 17, F-22. and some helicopters. We also provide dry hu!:prci/clction 
around fuel tanks on many aircraft where projectile and fragment impacts may ignite leaking 
fuel. For both safety and survivability reasons, we provide c,nginr buyfire pr-otrction on most 
multi-engine aircraft. 
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We have similar fire concerns about ground vehicles and ships, and provide them fire protection 
in most cases. Many of the problems involved are similar, although the solutions may have to be 
different because of configuration differences. The TWA 800 experience showed that fuel tank 
ullage explosion is a problem for commercial aircraft as well as combat aircraft. Fire and 
explosion is a concern to a broad spectrum of military and commercial users, and we need to 
work together to solve the problems for the benefit of all. 

Halon 1301 is a very effective fire-extinguishing agent. In fact, it works so well that there has 
not been a lot of scientific knowledge developed about why it is so effective, because there hasn’t 
been an incentive to improve it. It worked, and that was all anybody needed to know in the past. 
Now that we are losing the use of halon and have to find a replacement, we are finding out how 
little we really understand about fire, and that finding a replacement for halon is a very difficult 
problem. 

Dr. Reva Rubenstein from the EPA recently commented that the community once thought that a 
single, equally effective replacement for Halon 1301 would be found, and that some people are 
still thinking that way. Reva now believes that no single replacement agent or solution will be 
found, and that there should be a broader engineering approach to fire suppression that thinks 
through the problem, the installation, and the alternatives. 

I agree with Reva. There is no single answerfor allfirc and esplosion problems. We are going 
to have to do smart engineering and provide designers a tool kit to help them do their job. 
Designers need to have good models and simulations to help them design fire suppression 
installations for our systems. Under our Safety and Survivability of Aircraft Initiative (SSAI), we 
are working this problem, as are others. Fire, much like weather, is an extremely complex 
physical phenomenon for which it is difficult to develop credible models. Dr. Lou Gritzo, from 
Sandia National Laboratories in conjunction with the Air Force Research Laboratory, is working 
this problem, and Lou will present the status of these efforts later this morning. As you will see, 
fire models and simulations are still a long way from being able to predict complex events. 
However. we have made a start and relatively coarse-grained knowledge of a few key parameters 
may be very useful in designing suppression systems. 

The designer also needs good data on fire and explosion suppression agents, technologies, and 
design techniques. There are many people working these areas in both government and industry. 
The DoD Next Generation Fire Suppression Technology Program, or NGP, is addressing some of 
these problems. I am a member of the DoD Steering Committee that oversees this program. Dr. 
Richard Gann from NIST directs this program for the DoD. Dick will present a briefing on the 
NGP this afternoon and chair one of the two sessions that will present some of the projects that 
are underway. Dr. Robert Tapscott from the New Mexico Engineering Research Institute 
(NMERI) has been a major player in collecting and providing data in this area and serves, along 
with Dr. Rubenstein, in an important role as an honest broker in sorting through the claims and 
counter claims about various agents and systems. The Joint Technical Coordinating Group on 
Aircraft Survivability (JTCG/AS) sponsors developmental work in aircraft fire and explosion 
suppression technology. Some very innovative work on gas generators by several organizations 
has led to their use in dry bay protection applications on the F/A-ISE/F and the V-22. The V-22 
application has already saved an aircraft in a safety-related ground fire incident. 

There are other efforts underway in all the services, the FAA, NASA, and within industry. The 
collective body of knowledge about fire and explosion is growing, and our understanding is 
improving. It is important that we continue to share these data and knowledge at conferences 
like this to accelerate the development of solutions to our problems. 
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Even if we eventually develop credible models and simulations. we will still have to do testing to 
determine the effectiveness of any particular design. Right now, testing is the only way to verify 
that the system works. We design a system based on the best experience and knowledge we 
have, and then test i t  to see if i t  works. If it doesn’t work, we redesign the system, test it again, 
and iterate the design until it works. This can be a long and expensive process. We need 
credible, useful models and simulations to help the designer and to shorten this process. 
However, it should he understood that even a credible model and simulation is only a tool. and is 
never sufficient in itsel[ to certify that a fire suppression system works correctly. We will always 
need realistic tests to certify that a system works as  predicted. A major problem with 
certification is the need for repeatable fire tests that will allow us to compare agents and 
techniques in a valid way. Because fire is such a complex phenomenon and our understanding is 
limited. it is very difficult to conduct repeatable tests. We must develop repeatable fire test 
techniques for all types of equipment and applications. This is something that should be a high 
priority for everyone involved in this area. 

I know that agent selection is an emotional subject to many people. There is no sinsle solution 
and designers must look at each application and use fire protection technique that is most 
appropriate for that particular application. However. 1 would like to challenge each of you to 
take an objective look at a few related questions during this conference. 

I am concerned that some agents may be prematurely eliminated from consideration by the way 
that cardiac sensitization evaluations are conducted. For example, adrenaline challenge testing 
puts the equivalent of 35 to 300% more adrenalinc in the body than i t  is physically possible for 
the body to produce. This extreme approach has eliminated some agents from consideration that 
probably should not have been eliminated. I ask you to look objectively at this test and whether 
it can be improved. 

On Thursday afternoon, Dr. Allen Vinegar from the Air Force Research Laboratory is presenting 
an alternative approach to this test using modeling techniques that are being used by the EPA to 
evaluate safe exposures to halon replacement agents. Please take an objective look at this whole 
question. 

The penalty for selecting agents with high safety or toxic risk is well recognized. The penalty of 
premature re,iection of effeclive agents, however, may he overlooked. I f  a n  effective agent is 
rejected. we may not be able to find a suitable alternative to meet cost and weight constraints. 
and some areas may be left unprotected. Or, we may be forced to use a less effective agent and 
suffer greater losses from fires 

One of the agents whose potential use has been clouded by the cardiac sensitization test is CFJ 
1 am not an advocate of CFzl per se. I am advocating that it, and any other agent, should receive 
a fair and objective evaluation based on its planned application. From information 1 have seen. i t  
appears this asent may have some potential use in unoccupied areas. Why should it be totally 
eliminated from consideration, just because i t  might not be acceptable for certain other 
applications’! 

Many of the halons we currently use are hazardous to some degree. We have developed ways to 
handle them safely and use them routinely. If we arc concerned about accidental discharge that 
could potentially harm a ground crew, then we can add switches that prevent accidental discharge 
on  the ground. That does not seem “too hard” to me. I understand that the F- I 5  has never had a n  
accidental release of halon on the ground. They must have solved the “switchology” problem; it 
seems others could do the same. 
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It would seem that the best way to approach this agent, and others like it, is to conduct a realistic 
and objective risk assessment. Look at everything in the total context of its use, assess the risk, 
and then determine where to use it or whether to use it at all. Most of us are scientists and 
engineers who are trained to think objectively and make decisions rationally. If we do that, I will 
be happy no matter what the answer is. 

Another concern I have is that we seem to be depending too much on the Halon Bank, rather than 
aggressively pursuing, funding, and implementing alternative solutions. The EPA's responsible 
use policy allowed the DoD Halon Bank to be set up for critical uses. EPA's intent was that 
continued research would be carried out and that alternative solutions would be implemented as 
soon as they are found. 

The Air Force F-16 currently uses halon to inert its fuel tank ullage. This halon system has been 
proven effective in ballistic tests conducted by the Air Force Research Laboratory's Aircraft 
Survivability Research Facility. If the F-16 is hit in combat, the halon should prevent fire and 
explosion in the ullage space of the fuel tank. However, every time the F-16 flies in harm's way 
and returns safely, it must dump 13 pounds of halon. There is an economical alternative 
available that would save halon, but we have not yet implemented it. The Halon Bank may be 
depleted sooner than expected if we continue to face conflicts such as those in Iraq and Kosovo. 

In summary, fire and explosion suppression is a very important area. Saving lives and dollars 
and protecting the environment is the goal we are all trying to attain. We need to work together 
to accomplish this goal. I have challenged each of you to take a new look at certain areas during 
this conference, and I ask you to set aside any personal biases and look at these questions 
objectively. As we enter the new millennium. we have many challenges that we will have to face 
together. Let us use this conference to start facing them now. 

Thank you for inviting me. Have a good and productive conference. 

Quantifying the Value of a Life 

* The Department of Transportation uses 
several methods: 

~ Lifetime earning power 1011 to the family 

- Economic loss to the org:mization from which 
the individual ciime 

~ An1icip;aed m o u n t  of money an inwrmce 
company would awwd if life WAS lost  

~ Punitive costs expected t o  be paid by an agenc) 
found at i iul t  for l o b s  of life 

Alarming Trends 

- Introduction of compositeslpolymers as 
replacements for metals 
- Cases pruduced are deadly 
~ Don't typically retain the s t r u ~ t ~ r i i l  strength of 

metals 
* Halons &i other ozone depleting compounds 

are being phased out 
- Halons have been very effective as fire suppressants 
~ Must develop. te'it. and implement alternatives that 

are effective. non-toxic, affordable. and user-friendly 
for both civil and military sectors - Funds &i personnel devoted to f ire 

suppression RDT&E are being cut 
- Throushout DUD. survivability offices are either 

being disestablished or sipificsntly reduced in staff 
~ The Air Force's aircrirft survivability section has 

been reorganked and reduced 
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1987 

19x9 

I w n  

1990 

19‘JI 

1992 

1993 

1994 

Keg Events in the Halon 

Montreal I’rutowl established fulure 
production of halens at the 19x7 
production level 

I)oD I)ireelive hOS0.9 - Search fbr 
alternatives te CFCs and halens 

Clean Air Act Amendments limit U.S. 
production of Ozane Depleting Suhstanres 

Fire Suppression Symposium at Aherdeen 
I’ruving Ground. MI) 
OSI )  1 . F l  Oflire funded Halon 
Alternalives Research Committee ( H A R C )  
Secretarial and hecamr Co-chair 

Copenhagen Amendments ban halon 
production for developing countries 

1)oI) directs new precurements Hill no1 
require use of orone depleting rhcmieals 

President decrees no production of halons 

* 127,000 tracked and  w,heeled vehicles in 
active Army 

~ IOO.000 li.ht/rnrdium and hemy wheeled 
\?\terns in active Army 

~ ?7.011(1 tr;sl\ed sy\temi 

All need fire a n d  explosion protection 
rormer C<,ngressnlm 
George Hochbrueekner. ID-NY) 
No\emher 4, 199X 

DoD Directive 6050.9 Requires 

* D D R B E  I ‘ .  ..shall coord ina te  R B D  
programs .  as a p p r o p r i a t e ,  on al ternat ive 
chemicals  o r  technologies for  f i re  a n d  
explosion suppress ion  a n d ,  if necessary, 
o t h e r  CFCs” 

R B D  to identify or develop al ternat ive 
processes, chemicals,  o r  techniques fo r  
funct ions cur ren t ly  heing met by C F C s  
a n d  halons” 

- Doll C o m p o n e n t s  “...shall conduct  

- Bradley l , F l  was first to include 
assessment of casualties from halon 
pyrolysis (Phase 11, Oct  ‘86-May ‘X71 - Toxic fumes were sixnificant contributor 
t o  casualties 
Kesults were sensitive to assumptions 
ahout time to mask and/or evacuate 

- 
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Some Inhalation Injury Sources 

- “Smoke” 

Gases, fumes, vapors, aerosols, dusts 

- Burning of plastics, foams, synthetic and  
natural fibers, and fire suppressants 

* Cyanide, carhon monoxide. oxides of 
nitrogen, pyrolysis products, etc. 

Why Is Fire Such an Issue for 
Live Fire Testing? 

- I t  has  been and  continues to be a 
major  source of combat casualties - I t  has multiple effects 
- On People 

Burns 
Heat inhalation 

. Tonic fumes 

~ On Equipment 
. Explohiun of combustible liquids 
* Cook-off of military ordnance 
. Dirtortion of critical equipment 

Craciny of opticsifire conrr~l  

* Sootlsmoke cause failurea in 
computerslcomma fear 

Inhalation Injury 

* Toxicity of “smoke” inhalation is complex 
* Urief exposure of high-level toxins causes 

significant health problems 
* Army, Navy, Air Force, & Marine Corps 

have an interest in this critical issue 
* Context of warfighters and the battlefield - Fire in confined spaces 

Halon Alternatives R&D 
Steering Group 

Liaekeround 

- Formed by ODDDRE(R&AT/ET) on 
September 3,1991 

* Responds to I)oD Policy Directive 6050.9 
* Addresses the impact of 

~ I Y X 7  M ~ n t r ~ d l  pmtncnl on substances that 
deplete the ozone layer and 

- Title 6 of the US.  Clean Air Act, 1OYO 
Amendment 

on DoD’s mission accomplishment 
capability 
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Dependence on Halon Bank 

- W e  may  he depending too heavily on 
using Halnn I j a n k  ra ther  than 
aggressively pursu ing  alternatives 

* Par t icu lar  cnncern w i t h  systems which 
dump halon every combat sortie even 
when no f i r e  event has occurred 

F-IO about I3 Ib\.lronic 
~ F-I 17 :about 30 lb\. lhwtie 

* Cnnfl icts such as I raq and  Knsnvo may 
deplete hank sooner than ant icipated 

* We are cont inu ing t o  release oznne- 
deplet ing chemicals 

There i s  in ternat innal  pressure tn 
el iminate Halon llank 

E Concerns 

- I'enalty for selecting agents w i th  high 
safety o r  toxic risk is wel l  recognized - I'enalty fo r  premature re,jection of 
effective agents i s  often overlnnked - Some agents may have been eliminated 
unnecessarily due til 

~ L1nre;tlistic testinp 

~ II.IC1S\-il", C l i t e l i i l  

Pcrian;d biase\ 

Ltich of data 

* Ke.jecting an effective agent based on an 
nver-estimate o f  toxic r isks may mean 
some areas go unprotected nr arc 
under-protected at the cost of'lives and 
property 

Halon Use, Current Reserves 

Kewrse Average Annual 8,000" Ibs 
Withdrawal Kate ( I h e d  nn 
peace time rate5 + I lowia. 
I r aq  to .July 1998) 

Keserws 
(As  of.lulv 31, 1998) 

Un-reclaimed I!ut Snun to 
be Included 

500,000 Ihs 

Fire Suppression Agents 

* Considerable cont roversy with heated 
dehates o v e r  agent selection 
Select ion of appropriate agents lor 
Yarious applications requires rational, 
objective eraluation of benefits vs risks 

* 

o , > ~ ~ a l i < ~ ~ l a l  pcrt,>ml,lncc 

~~ occupa!,<~n;,l \ B I C l ? / l O X I C I I ,  

~ I : n l l , l n l l l C l l i i l l  *"l'Clr. 

~ (',>a,\ 
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EPA Guidance 
* I f  egress >1 minute, a concentration o f  

7.5% (NOAEL)  shall not  be exceeded - I f  egress can be achieved between 30 
seconds and  1 minute, a concentration of 
10% (LOAEL)  shall not  be exceeded 

* Concentrations > 10% shall only be 
used in unoccupied spaces 

HFC-125 
(Pentaflurorethane, CHF2CF3) 

- As a f i re  suppressant. HFC-125's 
engineering and environmental impacts 
seem workable - HFC-125's effrcts on  humans are not 
however perfect 

* HFC-125 is expected to  yield similar 
breakdown (pyrolysis) pruducts as other 
f luorocarbon alternatives 
- Hydnifen Fluoride (HF) 
~ Carbonyl Fluoride (COFZ) 

Adolph Janusikiewicz 
Department of  Respiratory Research 
Walter Reed Armv Institute of Research 

(Pentaflurorethane, CHF2CF3) 

''In combat mil i tary situations. where crew 
spaces are closely adjacent to storage 
(unoccupied) spaces, and escape to a safe 
place is not always reasonable, al l  aspects 
nf parent gas tnxicity (along wi th the 
effects of HFC-12S's breakdown products) 
is of  high concern." 

Adolph Janusrkieriec 
Department of Respiratory Research 
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research 

CF3I Example 

- Not an advocate but  suggest an ob,jective 
re-evaluation - M a y  have some potential uses especially 
in unoccupied spaces - Many  currently employed halons are 
hazardous to some degree - CF31 may be more effective and no  
more haaardnus in aume applications 
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EPA on CF31 

- ISPS's Signif icant Alternatives Program 
(SNAP)  - "Any employee that  cou ld  he 
in the area must be able to escape w i th in  
30 seconds. The  employer shal l  assure 
that no unprotected employees enter the 
area during agent discharge." 

In mi l i t a ry  applicatiuns, escape m a y  not 
always be achievable - I i lend ing CV31 wi th  other suppressants 
m a y  have some potential 

~ Tox ic  p)iwly\ir pmduct\ must  he cimiitleretl 

~ Full-sc;ile te \ f \  % i l l  help e\timiite the degree to 

which these bypmducts w e  pnducrd 

* l a s k  is to search fo r  halon alternatives 
that are cust-effectiw and  safe f o r  
humans a n d  the environment 

- 

Criteria for Assessing 
Halon Fire Fighting Agents 

Class A effectiveness 
Class I3 effectiveness 
Class C effectiveness - Class U effectiveness - Complete volume fill - Quick response timeldischarge time 
I'ersistence 
Cooling effect - l h ruw ls t ream character - Agent health effects 

* I'yrolysis health effects - Visual acuity 
* Environment of production 

Environment of agent 
* Environment of pyrolysis 

Fire Suppressant Evaluation 
Parameters 

Criteria for Assessing 

Cleanliness 
* Electrical conductivity - Agent compatibi l i ty 

Pyrolysis compatibi l i ty 
System compatibi l i ty - Shel f l i fe - Stahil i ty in hnttlelclimatic 

- Availabil i ty-pruduction 
* Kelil l  capabil i ty - 1.ogistirslmaintenance 

'lest hardware 
* Cost 

evtremeslpressure temperature 

Space and weight - Valve 
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Criteria for Assessing 
Halon Fire Fighting Agents 

* Discharge horn material - Drop resistance 
Vibration - Load factors 

* Fragmentation resistance 
* Corrosion resistance - Leakage 

Instructions 
* Operability 

Jury Is Still Out on Some 

* Tier 1 - Acutelshort term, mainly single 
exposure tests 

- Range finding tests to identify dose 
levels for longer term testing 

~ Identification of toxic effects 
- General toxicity indicators 

- Tier 2 ~ Subchronic o r  longer term 

~ Developmental toxicity testing for 
possible birth defects or fetal toxicity 

~ Reproduction studies - three generation 
studies 

- Ninety-day inhalation studies 

multiple exposure 

Toxicity and Testing Issues 

- Pyrolysis products are affected by 
~ Use o f  mixture ofchemical 
- Chemicals with multiple elements 
- Materials fuelinp the fire (e.&, 

composites and munitions) 
- Ternwrature of  the fire 

Toxicity and Testing Issues 

- T i e r 3  
~ Second species developmental testing 
~ Carcinogenicity studies 
- General toxicity indicatorys - Possible additional testing 
- Metabolism testing 

~ Ecological testing 
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Is Searching for Halon 1301 
Alternatives 

The Only Approach? 

Situation Has Changed Greatly Since 
Halon Was I’irst Implemented: 

* Other Methods 
Affiirdahle redundant computers and 

data backup systems - netter ground fault detectors - Faster circuit breakers 
* Sealed electrical and electronic 

equipment 

prevent and mitigate dmnage 
from explosions and fires 

- Imprwements in passive means til  

Is Searching for Halon 1301 
Alternatives 

There Is Probably More 
than Enough Halon 1301 in 
Nun-Essential Applications 
and in Reserves to Bridge 
until Production Could He 
Resumed in an Emergency 

Is Searching for Halon 1301 
Alternatives 

- Imprnvements in other agenth and  
delivery systems 

~ Fine mlcf\ lspl i !y\  

~ Wafer :&ddifive\ 

Carbm dioxide sht inpi \hei~\ 

~ MultiLporpwe pcnvder\ 

Some Halon 13OI Applications Were  
I’rohahly Not the Right Choice: 

- Hand-holds for  open or windy areas  - Large, occupied engineering spaces on 
ships 

President C a n  Orde r  I’r(iduction of 
Haliin 1301 in an Emergency 

(Clean Air Act) 

- Mission criticallessential 
~ Combat ground vehicle crew 

~ Aircraft rnginc n;lcelle 
~ Dry  hay ballistic protection 
~ Fuel tank explosion protection 

c~impartment 

- Non-Essential 
~ E lectr ical  equipment spaces 
~ Computer rooms 

~ Large occupied engineering 
space\ on N a v y  ship, 

~ Hand-held Hakin 1301 
extinguishers in open o r  b r e u y  
areas 
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I Toxicity and Testing Issues 

. Numerous posible exposure scenarios 

- Perrotme1 in explosion vlppreasion 
~ Perwnnel involved i n  continual manufacturing. 

testing. and training operations and hundling 
and tilling rmls 

~ Acridenwl discharges 

* Routes of exposure 

- lnhrlrtion 

- Eyea 
~ Ski“ 

~ om1 
- Dermal 

Some Current Efforts 

- Next Generation Fire 
Suppression Technology 
- Program (NGP) 

* JTCGIAS 
JLF 
Services 
NASA - FAA 

* NlST 
* SSAl 
* ASCI 

TILV 

Safe Employment 

- Develop ways to handle and use agents 
safely 

* Preventing accidental discharge is 
significant issue - “Switcholugy” to limit risk of accidental 
discharge through clever design of 
safety features such as: 
- Switch t o  disahle system when 

maintcnance door i s  opened 
- Remove - hefore - flight pin 

~ F/A-18 has had aboul 50 accidental 
discharges per year 

- F-IS has saiety switches and has nevcr 
had an accidental discharge of halon on 
the pround 

- Experience 

I HALON Replacement 

It appears no m e  agent vr method will 
be best for all applications - Broader thinking and smart engineering 
are required - Designers need a tool kit 
- Model, and \imulnlions 
~ Dnu on aernlr, lechnologie\, and techniques 

- Repratiihlc cornpatiron lrsli 
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- Modeling and simulationltesting of f i r e  
initiation and f ire suppression - M O A  wi th Department of Energy to 
piggyback L ive F i r e  Testing against 
aircraft, tanks, and ships to collect data 
for model construction and validation 

Support to the SurvivaliilitylVulnerahilit~ 
Information Analysis Center (SUKVIACI 

Assessment of shock trauma iq iury data 
f rom industry, private sector due to blunt 
trauma, burns, to generate multi-in,jur) 
methiidiilogy for casualty prediction 
(OKCA)  

Fire Detectors and Gas 
Generators in V-22 

Need for Testing and Modeling 
l 

iterate between design and test until 
tern works adequately - Models needed to reduce iterations 

We wil l  st i l l  need realistic tests to r e r i f y  
performance 
We need repeatable test techniques for 
all types of equipment and applications 

External Alrtlow lnfelna, 
Airflow 

E X M " S 1  

Internal 
A,f,lOV" 

External A~rl low Exhaust 
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Change 

The only one who likes change is a 
wet baby. 

h 

I Summary 

* Goal is to save lives and property while 
protecting the environment - We need to think and act globally to meet 
the goal 
We need to re-evaluate agents - We need to end dependence on Halon 
Bank - Please contact us, we want to work with 
you: 

James F. O'Rrvon 
Director. Live Fire Testing & 

Deputy Director, Operational Test and Evaluation 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 

(703) 614-5408 ( V )  
(703) 697-1404 (F) 

JORRYON@DOTE.OSD.MIL 
WWW.DOTE.OSD.MILILFTE 
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